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ARCHIVER
ARCHIVER is an extremely easy to use archive management system/shell which acts
as an interface between the user and the archiving program.  ARCHIVER takes the
mystery out of archiving syntax, and through the use of POP-UP windows and on-
screen file selection, makes managing archived files easy to understand, much less
time consuming and more efficient.  ARCHIVER currently supports PKZIP (Including
1.10), PKPAK, PKARC, LHarc, & ZOO.  Among its options, ARCHIVER has simple to use
source and destination drive/path selection, on screen archive method selection, and
a DOS Shell to allow you easy access to your operating system.  It also comes with an
assortment of option selections so you may customize your technique.  This is the
EASIEST TO USE non-Windows, archiving shell currently available.  If you do archiving
or un-archiving, this is a MUST HAVE program.  SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:  MS-DOS,
384K RAM

ARCHIVER for Windows
ARCHIVER  for  Windows is  a  complete  Windows  3.0  environment  for  the  PKZIP,
PKUNZIP, LHA, ARJ file compression utilities.  It  also supports the ZOO and ARC-E
decompression programs and the virus detection programs SCAN and VIRx.  Whether
you do small or large amounts of file compression work, ARCHIVER for Windows will
greatly increase your productivity. ARCHIVER for Windows will allow you to create and
maintain compressed files in multiple formats with speed, efficiency and accuracy.
Once you start using ARCHIVER for Windows, you won't ever want to work without it!
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:  MS-DOS,  MS Windows (Standard or Enhanced mode).

CATALOGER
If you are a shareware distributor or any business person selling a product with a
catalog on disk, this is the program you have been waiting for.  CATALOGER is a menu
shell  which  allows  you  to  advertise  your  products  on  disk,  in  a  user  friendly
environment,  with  SUPER  GRAPHICS  and  POP-UP  WINDOWS.   CATALOGER is
compatible with virtually every IBM or MS DOS machine around.  It  allows you to
display  advertising  screens,  display  or  print  your  catalog  and  an  Order  Form.
CATALOGER currently  allows  for  up  to  30  separate  product  categories,  each
maintained and displayed separately.   This  program is  currently  in  use  by  many
shareware distributors.  The graphics included with  CATALOGER will  be tailored to
your business.  Please contact us for a free estimate.  SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
MS-DOS, 128K RAM, 

JOKE-A-DAY
This  program  contains  over  100  ADULT  oriented  jokes.   The  jokes  range  from
outrageous to the unbelievable.  Just remember, you only get one per day.  If you are



easily offended, this may not be for you.   SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: MS-DOS , 128K
RAM

MATH PLUS+
This is a math teaching program with the youngster in mind.  MATH PLUS+ will drill
the  child  in  addition,  subtraction,  multiplication  and  division  using  the  latest
educational techniques.  MATH PLUS+ uses number set theory to give your child an
amazing insight into why numbers mean what they do. MATH PLUS+ not only says 1
+ 1 = 2 but shows why it is so.  MATH PLUS+, coupled with parental assistance, could
be that little extra which turns your child into an over-achiever and gives them a solid
understanding  of  math  to  be  applied  to  all  future,  more  advanced,  math.  This
program is designed to be used with children from 4 to 9 years old, depending on
their  developmental  and  educational  level.  SYSTEM  REQUIREMENTS: MS-DOS,
384K RAM, CGA.

LOTTO
A complete lotto management system with many advanced features including the
ability  to  manage  and  select  numbers  for  ANY  state  lotto,  extensive  system for
maintaining  lotto  databases  (including  editing  and  sorting),  flexible  statistical
analysis capabilities which make it possible to analyze or select lotto numbers based
on all  or only a portion of the historical database utilizing various proven number
selection algorithms. LOTTO also has HOT/COLD trend graphics charting so you can
see which numbers have been HOT and which have been COLD over periods of time
YOU specify.   Algorithms  for  number  selection  include  HOT/COLD/ODD/EVEN with
optional "wheeling" of up to 20 numbers and selection of up to 5 tickets at a time.
LOTTO also  has  a  complete  print  capability  to  enable  you to  print  the  historical
databases or your lotto selections.  This is all done with POP-UP WINDOWS and great
graphics.  LOTTO comes complete with the history of many state lottos.  SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS:  MS-DOS, 256K RAM

SECURITY For Windows
SECURITY for Windows is a security system to be used with Microsoft Windows 3.0
and later.  With SECURITY for Windows installed on your hard drive, you will protect
your  Windows  data  and  programs  from  unauthorized  tampering,  viewing,  etc.
SECURITY for Windows  automatically loads when windows is invoked.  SECURITY for
Windows takes  over  the  system and  will  not  allow  the  user  to  access  Windows
without the proper password.  That is all there is to it.  You have complete control
over passwords for they may be changed at any time.  A screen blanker is included.
All Registered users are provided with a special Serial Number which enables them to
access  the  "Back  Door"  Password.   SYSTEM  REQUIREMENTS: MS-DOS,  MS
Windows.

OTHER INFORMATION
As with all Miller-Ware Software, all our programs come complete.  You always get the
latest version available, the best customer support in the business, low prices, and
reduced  rate  upgrades.   Unlike  many  shareware  companies,  Miller-Ware
Development is here to stay.  We continue to demonstrate that by the continued
creation of new products and the updating and improvement of existing software.
The terrific support you have shown us is appreciated.  Current registration fees are
as follows:

Program Name   Fee



ARCHIVER $ 9.00
ARCHIVER for Windows $25.00
ARCHIVER for Windows (w/ manual) $28.00
CATALOGER CALL
JOKE-A-DAY $12.00
MATH PLUS+ $12.00
LOTTO $20.00
SECURITY for Windows $20.00

The above prices include all  shipping and handling charges (U.S. only) but do not
include Florida sales tax (if applicable).  Orders must be pre-paid by check or money
order,  in  U.S.  dollars,  drawn  on  a  U.S.  bank.   Non-U.S.  orders  must  add  $  5.00
shipping and handling per order.  All pricing is subject to change without notice.
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